3-1/2" SLOTTED CUTOUT IN CLIP ANGLE. CLIP ANGLE CAN BE ADJUSTED VERTICALLY AS NEEDED DURING INSTALLATION.

2" STANDARD SET BY DAKTRONICS.

1/2" EYEBOLTS TO ASSIST WITH DISPLAY INSTALLATION EYEBOLT MAY BE REMOVED. SEE DETAIL A

3/4" CONDUIT HOLE WITH REMOVABLE PLUG FOR POWER TERMINATION TO INTERNAL LOAD CENTER FOR RGB L.E.D. COLOR. EXTERNAL JUNCTION BOX FOR POWER TERMINATION FOR RED OR AMBER L.E.D. COLOR. (SEE CHART 1 FOR POWER CALCULATIONS)

QUICK CONNECT SIGNAL INPUT. PRIMARY/SINGLE FACE DISPLAY SHOWN. SEE CLEARANCE DIMENSION ON END VIEW.

OPTIONAL SIGNAL ENTRANCE @ ETCHED FOR 1/2" CONDUIT (DRILL OUT).

GROUND LUG FOR GROUND ROD CONNECTION.

IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN THE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY OF THE DISPLAY CABINET, THE 90° ANGLE BETWEEN THE CABINET AND THE LIFTING METHOD MUST BE MAINTAINED. ALL EYEBOLTS MUST BE USED WHEN LIFTING.

NOTES:

1. EYEBOLTS MAY NOT BE USED FOR PERMANENT INSTALLATION.
2. ALL CLIP ANGLES (OR THEIR LOCATIONS) MUST BE USED FOR DISPLAY INSTALLATION.
3. DISPLAY IS FRONT VENTILATED. NO PORTION OF THE FRONT FACE CAN BE COVERED. AIR INTAKES ARE FILTERED. FILTERS ARE LOCATED IN DRAWERS ON FACE AND WILL NEED TO BE PERIODICALLY CLEANED IN ORDER TO PROVIDE THE PROPER DISPLAY VENTILATION. REFER TO THE MAINTENANCE DOCUMENT (DD-1564079) FOR FILTER MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS.
4. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN FEET AND INCHES [MILLIMETERS].
5. DISPLAY IS ALL ALUMINUM CONSTRUCTION.
6. THIS DISPLAY IS SHIPPED AND INSTALLED AS A SINGLE UNIT.
7. DISPLAY CABINET COLOR IS SEMI-GLOSS BLACK.
8. FRONT ACCESS FOR SERVICE.
9. ESTIMATED WEIGHT 6,765 LBS (3450 KG).
10. DISPLAY L.E.D. COLOR IS RED, AMBER, OR RGB.
11. POWER REQUIREMENTS ARE LISTED IN CHART 1 OF THIS DRAWING.
12. DAKTRONICS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MAIN ELECTRICAL DISCONNECT.
13. DAKTRONICS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR THE MOUNTING HARDWARE OR THE INTEGRITY OF THE STRUCTURE THE DISPLAY IS MOUNTED TO.

NOT ON MIRROR DISPLAY.

PRIMARY DISPLAY SHOWN.

QUICK CONNECT SIGNAL OUT.

L3X3X3/8" X3" WIDE ASTM A36 STEEL CLIP ANGLE FOR MOUNTING, ATTACHED TO DISPLAY WITH 1/2" BOLT AND NUT INSERT. SEE NOTE 2.

DETACHED FROM DISPLAY WITH 1/2" BOLT AND NUT INSERT. SEE NOTE 2.

DETACHED VERTICALLY AS NEEDED DURING INSTALLATION.

DETACHED BETWEEN 1/2" BOLT AND NUT INSERT. SEE NOTE 2.

FRONT VIEW

LIGHT SENSOR (DO NOT BLOCK)

FILTER DRAWER LOCATIONS ARE ON FRONT FACE OF DISPLAY. SEE NOTE 3.

REAR VIEW
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DETACHED VERTICALLY AS NEEDED DURING INSTALLATION.